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Heart 
Song

Caregiver’s Suite

Gym & Dance Floor

Heart Song is a memory care facility for individuals with mid to severe 
Alzheimer’s  and dementia. Heart Song’s design is divided into three core loci 
for caregivers, memory patients and the community. Alzheimer’s residents 
will live in small households of a domestic nature with open-plan kitchens, 
living and dining, and private bedrooms with ensuite bathrooms. Caregivers 
will receive respite in nearby suites, while still being close to their loved 
ones. The community will interact with memory patients and caregivers in 
the wellness spa, multipurpose room, art gallery, restaurant and gym.

The multipurpose room was designed to use music and sound to 
reconnect patients with memories, emotions, people and places. Virtual 
reality is used to improve cognition and restore aspects of memory.
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Harmony House
Chorus House
Ballad House
Melody House
Staff Area
Medical Offices
Chapel
Multipurpose Room
Restaurant & Kitchen
Art Gallery
Reception 
Administration
Counselors’ Offices
Pool
Wellness Spa
Gym & Dance Floor
Caregiver’s Wing

CONCEPT OF MUSIC: 
Connection: to self, others and 

memories
Transition: and healing

Ebb & Flow: crescendo and 
decrescendo

Major & Minor: joy and sadness 
Through-line: stave, constant
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“To love a person is to 
learn the song in their 
heart and sing it to 
them when they have 
forgotten.”
 -Anne Garborg

Caregiver burnout is well documented and results in chronic stress, 
worry, exhaustion and isolation. Caregivers will be able to rest and 
recuperate in their own suite while they transition their loved one into 
permanent care. 
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Heart Song was 
created in honor of 
my father, Dr. Grant 
Trotter


